Abstract-The mode-coupling phenomenon prevents the conventional shielded conductor-backed slotline (CBS) from broadband applications. This paper proposes a modified CBS by adding a dielectric line of higher dielectric constant on the top of the slot region to circumvent the mode-coupling problem. The dispersion characteristics of the resultant dielectric line-loaded CBS are studied by using the full-wave space-domain Green's impedance function approach. The theoretic results show that the particular modified CBS significantly reduces mode-coupling phenomenon and is suitable for broadband applications. Furthermore, it is possible to adjust the values of the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance by changing the thickness of the dielectric line on top of the slot region. Finally, the design curves for the dielectric line-loaded CBS are provided for potential applications.
INTRODUCTION HE CONDUCTOR-BACKED slotline (CBS) circuits
T have been widely used in uniplanar (M)MlC ((monolithic) microwave integrated circuit) designs [ 11- [3] . The CBS, however, suffers from potential problem of leakage due to coupling to the parallel-plate TEM mode and produces unexpected effects [4] . To this end, Das proposed a layered uniform dielectric-loaded CBS configuration to avoid such undesired leakage [5]. A different approach was reported earlier using a suspended slotline of various dielectric substrates [6]. Rigorous investigations showed that leakage phenomena could be reduced in the suspended slotline if the thickness of the lower substrate region of lower dielectric constant was increased [6].
As shown in Fig. l(a) , where w1 equals to 202, the CBS is symmetric. Otherwise it is asymmetric. When the CBS is symmetric about z = a/2 plane, the fundamental CBS mode and the first higher order parasitic waveguide mode have symmetric planes located at z = a/2 in the form of electric and magnetic walls, respectively. Thus, these two modes will cross in the dispersion curves obtained theoretically and they will not couple to each other. Later, it will be shown that if the CBS is asymmetric, the fundamental mode couples to the parasitic waveguide mode in a mode-coupling manner similar to that reported for the asymmetric CBCPW (conductor-backed coplanar waveguide) [7] (see Fig. 3 ). This can be categorized as the mode-coupling between two forward (backward) traveling waves as described in [8]. In engineering Geometry of (a) the conventional shielded CBS and (b) the asympractice, a slight difference in w1 and w2 will make the CBS asymmetric and the mode-coupling phenomenon is likely to happen, resulting in an asymmetric CBS. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to report a modified CBS guided-structure that will prevent such mode-coupling from happening regardless of the symmetry.
The modified CBS structure that places a finite-width dielectric line of dielectric constant much higher than that of alters the propagation characteristics significantly. The exact width sw is not too critical. This paper assumes that the gap of slotline is equal to s , ( s =s, ).
The general propagation characteristics of Fig. I(b) can be understood in at least two ways. One is at a fixed operating frequency while changing the structural dimensions; the other is the dispersion Characteristics of the modified CBS using certain structural dimensions. The former is shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , which plots the normalized propagation constant and characteristic impedance (power-voltage definition), respectively, with the structural and material constants given in the same plot. Fig. 2(a) shows the variation of the normalized propagation constant versus the thickness d2 of the dielectric line for three different substrate thickness from relatively thin (d1=0.254 mm, 10 mils) to very thick (d1=3.556 mm, 140 mils) dielectric layers at 35 GHz. The corresponding variation of the characteristic impedance is shown in Fig. 2(b) . By increasing the thickness of the dielectric line (dz), one clearly sees a rapid rise and subsequent flatness of the normalized propagation constant and the characteristic impedance for all three different substrate thickness. The normalized propagation constant of the first waveguide mode, however, is negligibly affected by the additional dielectric line. Therefore, it is likely that by adding a thin dielectric line, typically d2 greater than 0.2 mm, one can effectively prevent mode coupling of the fundamental slotline mode and the parasitic waveguide mode.
With ~,22=10.2, Fig. 3 manifests the fact that the particular dielectric-line-loaded CBS exhibits very smooth and unper- Rigorous theoretic investigation of the proposed dielectricline-loaded conductor-backed slotline (CBS) is presented. The results show that the modified CBS is suitable for broadband circuit design in a sense that the mode-coupling phenomenon that would occur in the conventional CBS can be suppressed. Useful design informations and general propagation characteristics of the dielectric-line-loaded CBS are also provided for potential applications. Not shown in Fig. 3 , however, is the mode coupling that will take place between the slotline mode and the dielectric waveguide mode at very high frequency, i.e., 74.6 GHz in our particular case study with the structural parameters and material constants given in Fig. 3 . is therefore suitable for broadband application.
'I1. THE DIELECTRIC-LINE-LoADED CBS Fig. 4 plots the dispersion characteristics of the dielectricline-loaded CBS using and 31 mils substrates. The rapid change of d2 as illustrated in Fig. 2 suggests that the thickness 
